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The Bank for College Men
Eastern Trust & Banking Co.
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43 HAMMOND ST., BANGOR
Paid up Capital, $175,000
I
i 
Stockholder's Additional Liability, $175,000
Surplus and Profits (earned) $469.719.55 1
The banking Patronage and accounts of banks, firms. ip
l
e
orporations and individuals is solicited, and every lib-
ral banking attention promised.
Branches in Old Town and Machias
If you want a first-class meal, promptly served, go to
COODE & DRISCOLL'S
.. RESTAURANT..
LADIES' DINING ROOM UP STAIRS
Open all night. 42 CENTRAL ST., BANGOR
James T. eDar
WITH Ample Capital and Surplus, A Strong Directorate, Competent Officers, and Modern Facili-
ties, We Solicit Your Accounts and Promise
Courteous and Generous Service.
REMEMBER
In a NATIONAL BANK Your Interests are Guarded
by the United States Government.
Merchants National Bank
Bangor, Mine
Jones' Celebrated Finnan Haddie
are the only Huddle on the market that have been officially prP
nouncee pure. For sale at retail by all first class markets anogrocers.
ALFRED JONES' SONS
Pn,dncer:, Cur,r, ,in,l \\"11“1,...iic Dealers
140-142 Broad Street. BANGOR. MAINE
QUICK LUNCH at JORDAN'S CANDY HOUSE
WE DO CATERING FOR ANY NUMBERDEALER IN ON SHORT NOTICE
Fancy Groceries, Meats, and Provisions
FRUITS IN SEASON
Telephone Connection22 MAIN STREET. - . ORONO. MAINE
C. H. BARB St CO.
PrEtc.-"tict_11
Ilesatlita=Fiiirs
212 EXCHANGE ST., BANGOR, ME.
Harvard Dental School
A Department of Harvard University
A Graduate of the four-year course in thip school admitted without
examinations.
A three years' course leading to the degree, Doctor DentalMedicine. New buildings, Modern equinment.
Write for Catalogue.
EUGENE H. SMITH. D. M. D , Dean, Longwood hive Boston, Mass
Large clinic.
When in Bangor. Call at
GORDON'S
Brooches
Neck Chains
Lockets
Cuff Links
Scarf Pins
Rings
Fobs
Watches
BERT 0. GORDON
WATCH
We Can Help
You About
filFTS
10 STATE ST.
HOSPITAL
Pictures
Posters
Stationery
Post Cards
Mottoes
Blotters
Calendars
Mirrors
1% A M. GORDON
JORDAN BROS., 149 MAIN STREET,OLD TOWN
Next to Eastern Trust and Banking Co.
TYLER, FOGG St CO.
Bankers
DEALER IN
ESTABLISHED 1 893
Investment
Securities
MORSE-OLIVER BUILDING, BANGOR, MAINE
University of Vermont
College of Medicine
The fifty-eighth annual session of this Collegehegins November 1, 1910, and continues eight months
A NEW BUILDING WITH :—
LARGE WELL EQUIPPED LABORATORIES
COMMODIOUS LECTURE HALLS
PLEASANT RECITATION ROOMS
EVERY FACILITY FOR INSTRUCTION.
NUMEROUS CLINICS MODERATE EXPENSE
For Announcement and further information, address
J. L. JENNE, M. D., Secretary,
Burlington, Vermont
We sell all Victor Records. Andrews of Bangor.
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AT ALEX. LEVEILLE'S
Real Bargains in Ready-Made Suits, closing them out.'$3.48 up
1000 Samples for Custom Suits  $13.20 to $25.00
"Ralston Health," Best Shoes Made for  $4.00
Sweaters for all  49c to $8.00
Flannel Shirts, a Large Assortment  $1.00 to $2.50
Everything in Wearables at
ALEX. LEVEILLE'S
Ordinary Sponging, Cleansing and Pressing Mill St., Orono
CONUNDRUM!
What is it that grows as well in the spring as in the
fall, and vice versa?
Answer: Our wall paper, picture and camera
business.
W. H. GORIIAM,
48 State Street,
Telephone 636-5 BANGOR
OSCAR A. FICKETT
12 BROAD ST., BANGOR, ME.
. . . 
Provision Dealer . . .
LOOK FOR FICKETT'S SATURDAY CASH SALES
LATNO & KING
Wall Paperers and Kalsominers
Excellent Work Guaranteed
ORONO, MAINE
Boston
Oar
Boston Garters are made
of best materials in a clean
factory, by well-paid help.
Every pair warranted —
penalty, a new pair or your
money back.
BOSTON GARTERS
RECOGNIZED THE
STANDARD, AND
WORN THE WORLD
OVER BY WELL
DRESSED MEN.
Sample Palr.Cotton.15c..Stlk,50c.
ipt
GEORGE FROST CO.mAKERs
BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.
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CLI THE NEWEST HOTEL IN TOWN
2.1 Rooms single or en suite with private baths
Dining Halls on fourth floor °vet looking city
TBangor,
All Modern Conveniences
Dinner at night
2 American Plan Terms moderate F.
1.1Patronage solicitedF.
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It's a Risky Business
to neglect your eyesight at a time when you are so de-
pendent upon it.
It's Our Business to give you normal vision by
scientifically examining youi eyes and making for you
perfectly fitting glasses.
Our store—where Mudgett Bros. used to be--is one
of the best and moil thoroughly equipped in the county,
and will at once appeal to you.
Our examinations are conducted by registered Opto-
metritts—experts in ref radion—and we guarantee sat-
isfaction.
OTIS SKINNER OPTICAL CO.
19 Main St., Bangor, Me.
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University People and Residents of Orono
Will find it Convenient to keep
their Bank Accounts with
Merrill Trust Co.,
2 HArIllOND ST., BANGOR, ME.
AS THEIR OFFICE IS
OPEN AFTERNOONS
And Interest is Allowed on Daily Balances
Subject to Check.
OFFICE HOURS:
9 A. M. TO 3 P. M.
SATURDAYS, 9 A. M. TO 12 M.
CAREFULLY SELECTED INVESTMENT SECURI-
TIES ALWAYS ON HAND.
BANGOR SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS.
They're
Here
The new spring Clothes, Hats, Caps, Shirts,
Neckwear, etc. The classiest and largest
assortment we've ever given you to pick from,
and that is certainly saying a good deal. We
want to show you whether you intend buying
right away or not.
FINNEGAN & MONAGHAN
"The Good Clothes Shop"
17 Hammond St., Bangor
Only strictly one-price piano store in Maine—Andrews', Bangor.
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BASEBALL
Maine Defeated in First Game of State Series
In the first game in the championship series,
Maine was forced to bite the dust against Bowdoin
college at Brunswick by the score of 7 to 6.
Although Bowdoin piled up three runs in the first
inning, Maine scored in the third and again in the
sixth on a wild throw by Daniels which netted
two runs. The fourth run came in this inning
when Abbott scored on Ryan's double. In the
seventh inning a three-base hit by Scales and a
sacrifice by Fulton added another run and it
began to look like Maine's game. Bowdoin,
however, took a brace in the eighth and got
three runs. Maine tied the score in the ninth,
but Bowdoin in her turn succeeded in getting a
man to third and Frank Smith scored him,
knocking a grounder to Abbott. Daniels, who
was on third, beat the throw to the plate and
scored the winning tally.
Maine outhit Bowdoin, but was unable to
prevent the home team from scoring at critical
times. All of Bowdoin's hits came at times
when there were men on bases. Frank Puring-
ton, center fielder for Bowdoin, was the star of the
game and succeeded in pulling off two long hits
that counted for runs. The score was as follows:
MAINE bh Po a
R. Smith, c 1 5 1 0
Scales, rf 1 0 0 0
Fulton, cf 1 1 1 0
F. Cobb, 3b 2 3 2 1
Abbott, 2b 0 1 5 0
Bearce, lb 1 11 0 0
Ryan, p 2 0 1 0
Phillips, If 1 3 0 0
H. Cobb, ss 1 1 2 1
BOWDOIN bh Pc' a
Weather, lss 0 3 2 1
F. Smith, lb. 0 2 0 0
Wilson, c 0 6 2 0
Clifford, lb 2 12 1 0
Lawlis, 3b. 0 1 1 1
Purington, cf 2 0 0 0
Russell, If 0 1 0 0
Daniels, 2b 1 2 3 1
Means, p 0 0 5 0
Runs, made by F. Smith, Wilson, Clifford, 2, Daniels,
Lawlis, 2, Scales, 2, Fulton 2, F. Cobb, Abbott. Two base
hits, Purington, Ryan, Scales. Three base hits, Puring-
ton, Scales. Stolen base, Wilson. Base on balls, by
Means 2, by Ryan 3. Struck out, by Means 5, by Ryan 5.
Sacrifice hits, Weatherill, Means, Fulton, Scales. Hit by
pitched ball, Lawlis. Umpire, O'Brien of Lewiston.
Time, 1 hr. 50 min.
++ 
MAINE MASQUE
Played At Bar Harbor and Ellsworth
Last Thursday morning, the Masque started on
its final trip of the season—Bar Harbor and
Ellsworth. The boys arrived in Bar Harbor
Thursday noon, and after dinner went immediate-
ly to the Casino where they set the stage and
held a short rehearsal. The rest of the afternoon
was spent in "doing the town." The audience
was slow in gathering, but at a quarter of nine
the curtain rose upon a well-filled house, and
"Twelfth Night" started with a snap that
lasted to the end. The two Bar Harbor boys,
Joseph L. Brown and John E. Ash, made a great
hit among their friends. After the performance,
the young ladies entertained the fellows by a
dance such as only Bar Harbor can offer. Friday
morning, before leaving for Ellsworth, the club
took a buckboard ride around the famous shore
road. The morning was beautiful, and the
drive, together with the boat ride back to the
ferry, was greatly enjoyed by the boys.
The Masque arrived in Ellsworth at twelve
o'clock and here, as at Bar Harbor, the fellows
were entertained at different houses. The actors
realized that this was the last performance of the
season, excepting Junior Week, and they entered
into the spirit of the play more than ever before.
Although the audience was not as large as had
been expected, it was most appreciative, and
everyone thoroughly enjoyed the play. After
the boys had scraped the paint from their faces,
they danced till about two o'clock. Saturday
morning the fellows spent in Ellsworth, most of
them visiting the big power plant and dam of the
Bar Harbor and Union River Electric Co. The
Masque returned to Bangor at noon.
+ 
Dr. Lewis of the Experiment Station and Mr.
Palmer of the Horticultural Department were
spraying trees at a large orchard near Hermon
Pond, Friday, May 5.
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BANGOR FIRE
$3,000,000 Loss With $2,000,000 Insurance
The City of Bangor experienced one of the
worst fires in the history of the state, Sunday,
April 30th.
The fire started about 4 o'clock that afternoonin a hay shed on Broad St. It appeared at firstto be under control, but in a short time sparks
were carried from this blaze by a heavy wind.
At midnight, the fire was under control atHammond and Franklin streets on the west, atSouth Park and at Haynes Court in its progress
up Harlow St.
The loss has been roughly estimated at $3,000,-000 which is partly covered by an insurance of
about $2,000,000.
The entire law library and furnishings of theCollege of Law were destroyed, valued at over$10,000 on which there was $8,300 insurance inthe Boston and Old Colony Insurance Companies.The offcr of the Faculty of the Bangor Theo-logical Seminary to allow the sessions of theCollege of Law to be held at the Seminary forthe remainder of the term was accepted, but
when the first sessions were held Tuesday, itdeveloped that practically all the law men hadlost nearly all their books and notes.
After careful consideration of the conditions,the law faculty voted that the official year should
close on May 3, 1911. The ranks of the law
students for the term will be passed on the work
of the men to the time cf the fire. Fortunatelythese are in the possession of the various in-
structors. The advance work for the term hadbeen practically covered, and the review was
about to begin
The CAMPUS has been unable to learn the names
of the law students who worked heroically to
rescue the law library and succeeded in placingtwo sets of Maine Reports, the MassachusettsRecords and Cyc, in the vault of H. J. Preble,Esq. on the first flcor of the Exchange Building,in which the College of Law was situated.Several of them were obliged finally to jump fromthe windows of 111r. Preble's office to the ground.Dean Walz's personal loss was considerable,
as was that of Mr. L. S. Harvey, his stenographer.Mr. D. I. Gould, who handled the text bookbusiness for the College of Law is understood tohave lost over $2,000. The Maine Law Reviewis also a sufferer.
About 10 o'clock Sunday night, during theheighth of the fire, a call was issued here at theUniversity for Cadets to go on patrol about thefire. The call was well responded to, and about100 men were sworn in for guard duty. The
work done by the Cadets that night speaks
the highest praise for them and the University.
Practically every street in the burnt section was
guarded. The guard was relieved of duty at
seven the next morning and reported for duty
that night at five o'clock. Monday night's
guard was much better than that of Sunday night
for there were many more cadets. The guard
under command of Capt. Reid was divided into
two reliefs that night. One relief was on four
hours and off four so that the Cadets were in
much better condition to do their duty. Theburnt district and sections where there were
no lights were well posted. Capt. Ballou with
his detail patroled the western section while
Capt. Kent's detail patroled the eastern section.
The National Guard patroled the business
section. Wednesday, the Cadets were, as a
majority, relieved from duty, some being detained
as special police for Wednesday night. About150 Cadets were on duty during the required time
and to them it was a great experience, and their
work was a credit to the University.
Among the Maine Alumni who were burned
out are: Dr. A. I. Harvey, '77, Freeland Jones,
Law 1900, C. P. Crowell, '98, and J. F. Gould, '82.
+
VERMONT MEET
Maine Won: Score 73 1-2-52 1-2
Offsetting any disappointment in the work ofthe baseball team, the track men defeated Ver-
mont at Burlington, last Saturday afternoon, bythe good score of 731 to 52i points. AlthoughVermont may rejoice because their showing wasbetter than ever before, their score would havebeen considerably lessened if Maine's individual
champion for two successive years, G. A. Phillips,had not been compelled to remain at collegebecause cf illness. Another thing which putMaine at a disadvantage was the fact that it waspossible to take but ten men on the trip. Out ofthese ten, it is impossible to say that one didbetter work than another, for Maine has rarelyhad so consistantly fast a team as that handful
of men who went to Burlington. Gutterson ofVermont, easily carried off individual honors
with six firsts and one second to his credit, atotal of 33 points.
Those making the trip were: Smith (captain),Walker, Deering, Schrumpf, Hammond, Shepard,Houghton, Power, Rogers, Morris.
Shortly after the news of victory reached theCampus, there were enacted some scenes which,to a visitor would have been picturesque indeed.
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THE MAINE-COLBY MEET
Colby Won by 6 Points
The first dual meet between University of
Maine and Colby resulted in a victory for Colby
by a score of 66-60. Maine won 8 of the 14
events, and in two cases state records were
broken. Shepard sprung the surprise of the day
when he threw the discus 121 .09 ft., breaking the
state discus record. Rogers kept up his reputa-
tion at the pole vault when he cleared the bar at
11 ft. 7i in., thus breaking the state record by
almost one foot. Powers and Houghton showed
their old form by winning the two mile and the
mile in a manner which is characteristic of them.
In the quarter mile Walker ran a pretty race,
passing Bowen of Colby on the home stretch.
Although being spiked and jostled by the crowd
which pressed up around the track, Walker re-
covered himself, passed Colby's runner
T. D. SHEPARD , '13, Who Broke N. E. Discus
Record Last Saturday.
easily winning. Towner made a spectacular
run in the mile and came out third. St. Onge,
the only Maine man entered in the high jump,
made a fine showing and finished second, this
event being won by Herrick of Colby. Thomas
made a good appearance in the pole vault. In
the half mile, Morris showed good form, getting
second place. Herrick and Nardini of Colby
deserve credit for their good work.
Shepard's being disqualified in the hammer
throw, and Capt. Smith in the low hurdles made
a big difference in the final score. Were it not
for these disqualifications, Maine's record would
have been better.
Much interest was shown throughout the entire
meet, but the odds were against Maine, leaving
Colby to win the first track meet in the history
of her athletics.
Results of meet:
Mile run—Won by Houghton, Maine; Whitney, Maine,
second; Towner, Maine, third. Time 4 min. 372-5 sec.
440 yd. dash—Won by Walker, Maine; Bowen, Colby,
second; Small, Colby, third. Time 53 1-5 sec.
120 yd. hurdles—Won by Smith, Maine; Vail, Colby,
second; Sharpe, Colby, third. Time 163-5 sec.
880 yd. run—Won by Cates, Colby; Morris, Maine,
second; Walker, Maine, third. Time 2 min. 4 4-5 sec.
220 yd. dash—Won by Nardini, Colby; Schrumpf,
Maine, second; third, Hart, Maine. Time 23 sec.
Two mile run—Won by Power, Maine; Keyes, Colby,
second; Houghton, Maine, third. Time 10 min. 9 3-5 sec.
220 yd. hurdles—Won by Hammond, Maine; Vail,
Colby, second; Hill, Colby, third. Time 273-5 sec.
Running high jump—Won by Herrick, Colby; St.
Onge, Maine, second; Wood, Pratt, Soule, Colby, third.
Heighth 5.22 feet.
Throwing Hammer—Won by Welch, Colby, 118.71
feet Tibbits, Colby, second, 101.34 feet; Bisbie, Colby,
third, 99.70 feet.
Throwing Discus—Won by Shepard, Maine, 121.09 feet;
Tibbits, Colby, second, 107.43 feet; Bisbie, Colby, third.
101.70 feet.
Putting shot—Won by Shepard, Maine, 38.95 feet;
Welch, Colby, second, 34.10 feet; Sullivan, Maine, third,
33.21 feet.
Running Broad Jump—Won by Kimball, Colby;
Nardini, Colby, second; Morse, Colby, third. Distance
20.2 ft.
Pole vault—Won by Rogers, Maine; Herrick, Colby,
second; Thomas, Maine, third. Height lift. 7 1-4 in.
ATHLETIC MONEY
Still Slow in Coming In
---
Although some of the dollar assessments for
the repair of the athletic field have been paid up
since a notice was last printed in the CAMPUS,
quite a number are still due, and it is very
necessary that these be paid in at once as all the
money that was on hand was deposited with
Tyler & Fogg in Bangor. As that place was
burned no money can be obtained until the safe
is opened and matters straightened out. The
following shows the number of assessments in
each class that are still unpaid. Class of 1911.
there are 16 unpaid; 1912, 18 unpaid; 1913, 20
unpaid; and 1914, 35 unpaid. Out of 395
students that are to pay for their athletic tickets
anlv 186 have paid. This makes a total
of $1135 approximately, that is owed the Athletic
Association by the students, and that means that
the Association cannot possibly run their
athletic teams properly until some of this money
if not all of it is paid up at once.
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BANGOR CO-OPERATIVE PR INTING COMPANY
EDITORIAL,.
The word of thanks which President Ales' gave
at chapel last week to the students who rendered
aid to Bangor during its great fire
Students were most appropriate. The work
at Bangor of the hundreds of students who
rushed to the fire was of material
assistarce in fighting the flames, in saving house-
hold property, and in guarding the city after
the disaster. Many students spent hours hold-
ing the nozzle of a hose alongside the regular
firemen, many manned the roofs of houses and
heedless of the thick shower of cinders prevented
the flames from gaining footholds there, many
labored untiringly to remove the household
effects of (Ad friends, and friends made upon the
spur of the moment, to places of safety, and then
after the excitement had passed, many still gave
their services cheerfully and faithfully, for day
and night with only snatches of sleep now and
then, in patrolling the streets of the city.
And what will the University gain in return
for the aid which her students gave? It would
not matter if she gained nothing; not one of the
men could have thought of any reward that
would come to the University, and far less to
himself. Yet the University and her students
will have their reward. The institution will be
requited in the appreciation by the people of
Bangor for the work that the students did in-
dividually and as a whole during and after the
fire. Although the guard duty of the cadet
battalion was not spectacular for its thwarting
of criminal attempts, there is no doubt that the
presence of so many uniformed young men, with
bayoneted rifles on their shoulders, had a very
wholesome effect upon the general order of the
city. Therefore, this service will be appreciated
by the citizens of Bangor, and it will receive, too,
the sympathetic appreciation of the whole state of
Maine.
++ 
The news that Maine had suffered two athletic
defeats Saturday was astounding. It is no use
to deny that. But never mind! Al-
Never though we met defeat in both contests
Mind and give full credit to the victors, each
of our teams did creditable work; we
lost by one run the baseball game, the outcome
of whiCh was uncertain up to the last moment,
and we fell short by only a few points in the
track meet.
So never mind the final score. The nine
showed an all-round strength that should still
retain the confidence of every student, and there
is not the slightest reason for fearing that this
first game of the championship series is an ill
omen for the rest of the season. Likewise, the
work that several of the men on the track team
did in the Colby meet augured well for their
chances in the M. I. A. A. meet next Saturday.
The meet this week will involve four colleges
instead of two, and the result of each event will
be settled by the men of four colleges instead of
two.
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two. Therefore, Maine men, don't think that
because of this defeat Maine's chances in the
contest to come will not be just as good as you
may have thought them on account of the victory
a week ago.
Never mind the two defeats! The baseball
team has not placed itself at a disadvantage in
the championship race; neither has the track
team gambled away its opportunity to win the
State meet. Remember that. Both teams are
going to work the harder, But their work will
be far more zealous and whole-hearted if the
student body is back of them. Even though
you think you have some justifiable criticism to
make, save it until after the season. This week.
and for the remainder of the spring, do nothing
but back those teams. Back them in every way
you can and for all you are worth. Go to Water-
ville Saturday. You will see one of the most
interesting meets ever held in the State. You
will see Maine win some points, perhaps more
than you will expect. You will feel, moreover,
that you are doing your part, because if it is not
a man's duty to go to Waterville why will he, if
he stays at home, feel grumpy and ugly all day?
Another era in the history of THE CAMPUS is
completed and a new year begun. The old
Board of Editors has retired after a period of
wonderfully successful work in which the stand-
ard of THE CAMPUS has been raised to a mark
never before reached. With the change of
editors the paper loses nine of the best workers
it ever had—eight men graduate in June (B. 0.
Warren, R. W. Davis, E. 0. Whittier, A. H. Hart,
D. Hamlin, S. Waite, G. R. Sweetser, and N. N.
Scales), and one member (H. E. Winn) will not
be in college next year. It is to these men, who
have put three and four years of hard work into
THE CAMPUS, that we owe the high position of
our college paper.
During the past year Mr. Warren has proved
himself a most efficient editor-in-chief. It is
unnecessary to point out each and every improve-
ment which he has made, for one of his striking
characteristics has been his ability to see faults
and to correct them. Under Mr. Warren's
management, the Board has worked together as
a unit in everything, and it is to this fact that
the success of the past year is largely due.
As managing editor, Mr. Davis together with
his assistant, Mr. Winn, has earned his share of
the laurels. He has overcome the obstacle—
lack of interesting material, and produced a
CAMPUS each week which has been bubbling over
with news, and which has created a big interest
in the student body.
Without plenty of money a first class paper
cannot be published, and Mr. Scales realized the
fact. And what is more—he worked till he got
the money. Mr. Scales has been an ideal business
manager; he is a business man through and
through, as the results of his work prove
conclusively.
Mr. Whittier has shown himslf to be most
capable in handling the alumni notes. It is
these notes, to a large extent, which make THE
CAMPUS an interesting factor to the Maine
Alumni, and for that reason, it is essential that
the Alumni notes should play a prominent part
in THE CAMPUS. During the time that he has
edited these notes, Mr. Whittier has more than
succeeded in making them fulfil their part in the
paper.
Although perhaps a little less prominent than
the other editors, the associate editors are never-
theless just as important. It is up to them to
gather the material and to write it up in an
interesting manner. Mr. Waite, Mr. Hamlin,
Mr. Hart, and Mr. Sweetser have proven their
worth as associates, and their loss will be keenly
felt by the new Board of Editors.
The new CAMPUS Board begins its year's work
with a clean slate—a perfect financial condition,
and the highest standing ever yet reached by the
paper. It is to the retiring officers that this
strong position of THE CAMPUS is due, and the
editors wish to express their most sincere
appreciation of the work accomplished by these
officers during the past year.
A. S. Moore, '10, was on the Campus
last week. He has a position in Sydney, Nova
Scotia, under Stone and Webster's Cape Breton
management.
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MILITARY HOP
Exhibition Drill and Hop Held Last Friday
Evening
The military drill and hop held in the Univer-
sity Gymnasium, Friday, April 28, passed off very
successfully. The night was clear and warm.
This was a feature which the Senior Assembly and
the Sophomore Hop did not have.
The decorations were very simple. Broad
streamers of white and Maine blue were alternate-
ly draped from the centre of the gymnasium to
the running track. The lighting effect was also
very good. Blue and white lights were strung
across the gymnasium and around the track.
These lights were arranged so that either the white
or blue lights or both could be turned on at a
time. The walls beneath the running track were
tastfully decorated with draperies and banners.
The military drill was exceptionally well done.
All four companies did very well, executing the
most difficult commands with precision and
accuracy. The cadets first formed companies in
the gymnasium, answered to the roll call and were
marched out. Company B was the first to drill.
They did the platoon drill. Company A followed
them and did company drill. Next came Com-
pany C which did the firing. Company D came
last and went through Butt's Manual.
The committee to whom the success of the affairis due consisted of Captain B. C. Kent, Captain
W. R. Ballou, Captain H. C. Faulkner, Captain
R. H. Reid, Private H. P. Adams, Sergeant F.
J. Lewis, Private C. A. Whitney, Private F. S.
Jones, and Private P. W. Thomas.
After the military drill an order of twenty-fourdances was held. The floor was in excellent con-dition and the University of Maine Orchestrafurnished most excellent music. The dance
orders were very neat and attractive. In the
upper left hand corner of the cover was a Maine
seal, in the lower right hand corner was a stack of
guns and between were the words Military Hop
written in gold script.
The patronesses were Mrs. Albert C. Vamum,
Mrs. Robert J. Aley, Mrs. James N. Hart, Mrs.
Elizabeth A. Balentine, Mrs. Garrett W. Thomp-
son, Mrs. Edgar R. Wingard, Mrs. Jeanette A.
Harrington, Mrs. Harriet A. Lord, Mrs. Mary J.
Parcher, Mrs. Bertha H. Moulton, Mrs. Ella J.
Mason, Mrs. Carrie A. Belcher, Mrs. Winnifred
W. Haggett, and Miss Mary E. Sweatte. Thefloor director was Captain B. C. Kent. His aids
were Lieutenant Sumner Waite, Private A. W.
Abbott, Private P. E. Murray, Lieutenant F.
B. Ames, Private L. A. Leach, Jr., Private Mark
Pendleton, Lieutenant R. W. Wetherbee, Ser-
geant W. B. Pickard, Private W. E. Kimball,
Lieutenant J. W. Hart, Private R. H. Boothby
and Private H. R. Leavitt.
The list of girls present as nearly as could be
found out were: the Misses Wood, Lunt, Knight,
Danforth, O'Hara, Waite, Nason, Leighton,
Heiskel, Dorothy Thompson, Hook, Wadsworth,
Frohock, Boynton, Coffin, Buzwell, Richardson,
Webb, Sawyer, Robinson, Chilcot, Lowell, Bailey,
Treat, Flint, Wadleigh, York, May Kent, Jellison,
Pearl Kent, Pooler, Worcester, Ring, Arnold,
Stinchfield, Harvey, Hutchins, Hamilton, Cobell,
Lebarence, Thomas, Beverly, McMillan, Meaber,
Schneiber, Adams, Pooler, Manock, Wake, Mug-
gett, Gladys Thompson, Crosby, Lewis, Lord,
Wood, Kelley, Strickland, Savage, McClure,
Shea. Townsend, Oak, Chaplin, Clark, Hackey,
Moholland, Avalon Briscoe, Louise Briscoe, Mor-
ton, Zelma Oak, Brann, Gertrude Oak, Gilkey.
+ 
TENNIS SEASON
Candidates for Team Should Report at Once
With the opening of the tennis season such a
short distance away, Maine men should be think-
ing of the prospects of winning the state cham-
pionship this year. The state tournament will
come in a very few weeks, and Maine should be as
well represented this year as in the past.
Of our last year's team, only two men, Peckham
and Bird, are left. But, with these as a nucleus,
the new material about the Campus should fast
round into a good team. Though we have only
these two men, we are as well off as the other
Maine colleges for Bates has two, Colby one,
and Bowdoin one of last year's teams. This
leaves the colleges upon an equal footing as far
as old material is concerned, and the matches
should be made doubly interesting because of
the new men participating.
There will be a Round Robin Tournament in
a week or ten days in order to give the manage-
ment an opportunity to size up new material.
This tournament will be open to all, and every
man who has any tennis ability should make it
a point to compete. The Southard tournament
for the Southard medal, will be held in a short
time. On May 25, 26 and 27 the State Inter-
collegiate Tournament will be held in Brunswick
and each college will be represented by four men.
The next meet of importance which we haveis that with Colby during Junior Week.
All men who are interested in the Round
Robin Tournament should hand their names in to
Manager E. W. McKeen at once.
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MASSACHUSETTS TRIP
Maine Defeated in Three Games
Handicapped by lack of practice and travelling
day and night on the railroad, the varsity base-
ball team journeyed to Macssachusetts, Wednes-
day evening and faced Harvard Thursday, April
27, at Soldiers' Field, Cambridge. The game
resulted in a victory for Harvard after a great
eighth inning rally, Maine having lead with the
score of 3 to 1 up to then.
Potter, second baseman for Harvard connected
with one of Ryan's curves and with three men on
bases hit it out for a home run. Ryan, except
for the last inning, pitched wonderful ball and
was in his best form.
Friday morning the team journeyed to Kings-
ton and there put up a good game against Rhode
Island State, but were obliged to come away the
losers by the score of 5 to 4. Libby was in the
box for Maine and succeeded in fanning ten men.
Smith, Abbott and Ryan were the mainstays for
Maine in the batting.
On Saturday, Wakefield was the scene of an-
other defeat by Boston College. The score was
2 to 1. Scales and Abbott showed their ability
to hit in this game and Ryan struck out eleven
men. Low for the Boston College team kept the
hits well scattered and Mahoney and Murphy hit
the ball for long hits. A large delegation of
Maine alumni witnessed this game.
+ 
BOSTON ALUMNI DINE
Sixty Present at Bromfield Inn Last Saturday
On last Saturday evening the baseball team
was entertained by the Maine alumni of Boston
at their monthly dinner. Besides the team there
were about fifty alumni present, and the grand
old Maine spirit filled the dining room. Several
enthusiastic speeches were made by the members
of the club while Captain Smith and Coach Win-
gard were called upon to speak for the visitors.
Captain Smith spoke a few words about the
baseball team and its prospects for the season.
Coach Wingard discussed the Athletics at Maine
and explained the new plan of the Athletic Asso-
ciation in controlling the University Store. The
alumni were very much interested in this plan,
and after the meeting many of them subscribed
for shares in this new company.
The dinner was one of the most spirited and
successful affairs which the Boston alumni have
ever had.
CIVIL LECTURE
Prof. Porter Spoke on Sewage and Water Con-
ditions in Boston
Professor Porter, of the hydraulic department
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, gave
two illustrated lectures to the Senior and Junior
Civil Engineering students last Wednesday in the
lecture room on the first floor of Wingate Hall.
The morning lecture was on the Problems
arising in the Metropolitan Sewage System of
Boston. Professor Porter, discussed the old
sewage system and compared it with the present
one. The lecture was illustrated with fine views.
The afternoon lecture was on the Metropolitan
Water System of Boston. He spoke of the prob-
lems arising in providing pure water for the city
of Boston, and discussed in detail the Wachusett
Reservoir.
+ 
COLLEGE SING
Held on Library Steps Sunday Evening
The first Sing of the Spring was held on the
steps of the Library, Sunday evening. There
were about 75 present and a large number of
religious and Maine songs were sung. The Sing
started at 6.30 and lasted about an hour. Pro-
fessor Bell led the singing. A short talk was also
given by Dr. Aley. He took for his subject,
"The Permanence of Moral Law." During his
speech he compared the moral laws with those
of the intellectual and physical order. He told
how the permanence of these laws had been re-
garded and said that a change was being rapidly
affected in the old idea of men that their morals
could be changed at any time and that they were
coming to believe that the laws governing these
morals were as permanent in their nature as
those concerning the intellectual and physical
being. After his speech, a few more songs were
had and the meeting broke up with the singing
of the University Hymn.
+ 
W. H. Hilton, '11, spent a few days of last
week at Good Will Farm.
C. A. Whitney, '14, was at his home in Portland
over the week end.
Loyd Brean, '13, is ill with pneumonia at
Paine's Private Hospital in Bangor.
W. F. Wilson, '11, was in Portland recently.
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FORESTRY CLUB
Members Given Illustrated Lecture on the "Cor-
vin Game Preserve"
Mr. Blaine S. Viles of Augusta, Me., gave a
fine illustrated lecture before the Forestry Club
Wednesday evening. His topic was the "Corbin
Park Game Preserve" of New Hampshire.
During the lecture about two hundred lantern
slides were shown of views about this wonderful
park. His lecture is as follows:
About 30 years ago Augustus Corbin, a retired
financier, bought up sixty-six old farms in the
mountainous regions of western New Hampshire
and established what is now the best game
preserve in the world. The park contains twenty-
five thousand acres and is entirely surrounded
by a high, strong, wire fence, twenty-eight miles
in length. This fence serves two purposes, onein keeping the animals in the preserve from break-
ing free, another in preventing the wild, car-
nivorous animals from entering the preserve.
Mr. Corbin stocked this great preserve with a
large variety of animals both domestic and wild.
The wild animals predominate over the domesticin numbers. The domestic are used more for
special breeding purposes. Perhaps one of hisbest breeds of domestic animals is the world-
famed Vermont Morgan horse. The other do-
mestic animals are also of the best breeding andinclude many heads of sheep, cows and the like.
For wild animals there are great herds of buffalo,
fine deer and elk, Rocky Mountain and Angora
Goats, and a large number of wild boar.
This presrye has many beautiful roads which
are well kept and lead everywhere about the park.
All the roads are closed to the public except on
certain days, and then the people are allowed todrive through the park at their leisure. About
three thousand people visit this park during the
summer months.
The preserve more than pays running expenses.Of course the expenses are great, but they are
met in various ways. The sale of timber and oflive and dead stock seem to reap the biggestprofits. About six million feet of timber are
cut and sawed each year. The preserve boasts
of two well equipped sawmills. The animals are
shipped to all parts of the world, mostly to amuse-
ment parks. The heads of many of these animals
are mounted and bring fancy prices.
At a meeting of the Junior Class on Thursday,G. R. Woodberry was elected class historian to
fill the place of A. W. Benson.
TRACK MEET
---
Mass Meeting and Special Train
The annual meet of the Maine Intercollegiate
Athletic Association will be held on the Colby
grounds in Waterville, Saturday, May 14. The
meet this year will probably be one of the most
closely contested ones ever held in the State.
The track teams of the four colleges appear to be
so evenly matched that it would be nearly im-
possible to predict the winner. At present, the
"dope" on the meet is that out of the 126 points,
the winning team will not have more than 40.
The Maine team is gcing to Waterville, Friday
night while the student body will go over Satur-
day on a special train. The number of men
entered from the different colleges is: Maine 29,
Bowdoin 44, Bates 30, Colby 40. The Maine
entries are:
100 Yard Dash—Deering, Waite, Schrumpf, Ingham,
Hart, Lancaster.
220 Yard Dash—Deering, Waite, Schrumpf, Ingham,
Hart, McAlary.
440 Yard Dash—Walker, Morris, Schrumpf, Ingham,
Hart, Lancaster.
Half Mile—Morris, Walker, Towner,
Mile Run—Houghton, Philbrook,
Morris, Wardwell.
Two Mile Run—Whitney, Power,
brook, Towner.
120 Yard Hurdles—Smith, Hammond, Phillips.
220 Yard Hurdles—Smith, Hammond, Phillips.
High Jump—Phillips, St. Onge, Washburn, Rogers.
Broad Jump—Phillips, Rogers, Hall, Hammond.
-Pole Vault—Rogers, Thomas.
Shot Put—Shepard, Bearce, Cavanaugh, Sullivan.
Hammer Throw—Bearce, Sullivan, Shepard.
Discus Throw—Shepard, Strout, Smiley, Thomas.
In connection with the track meet, a mass
meeting will be held this week. It will mostlikely take place instead of the Chapel Exercises,
Thursday morning. The band will be in at-
tendance and will render a number of selections.Songs will be sung, speeches made, and the
regular procedure gone through. Papers to be
signed by those desiring a special train have beendistributed about the Campus and enough names
will probably be secured so that it will not be
necessary to pass them around in chapel. If
enough names are secured, which certainly willbe, it is intended to have the train leave Orono
shortly after 6 o'clock, Saturday morning so as
to get out of Bangor ahead of the regular 7
o'clock train and arrive in Waterville in time for
the trials which will be held in the forenoon.
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CAMPUS BOARD ELECTION AND BANQUET
Held Last Tuesday, April 25
On Tuesday, April 25, the Board of
Editors of the CAMPUS held its annual election
to fill the offices of the nine retiring members.
The meeting was called to order shortly after
seven o'clock at the Phi Gamma Delta House,
B. 0. WARREN, '11, Retiring Editor Of CAMPUS.
and immediately after a short business meeting,
the election was held. The following officers
were chosen: W. McDonald, Editor-in-Chief;
J. C. Wallace, Managing Editor; 0. W. Mount-
fort, Business Manager; R. W. Wetherbee,
Assistant Business Manager; P. Garland, Alumni
N. N. SCALES, Retiring Business Manager of
CAMPUS.
Editor. In addition, F. W. Ames, 1913, P. W.
Monohon, 1914, F. T. Norcross, 1914, A. B.
Ferguson, 1914, and A. N. Harris, 1914, were
elected associate editors.
After the election a banquet was given the
retiring board by Mr. Scales. It was a complete
success in every detail and thoroughly appreciated
by every member of the board, as well as by
President Aley, who was the guest of the evening.
After the banquet the party retired to the
parlor where a brief discussion of college affairs
occurred, and the meeting of the past year's
CAMPUS Board adjourned for the last time.
MUSICAL CLUB TRIP
The Musical Clubs returned April 29 from a
most successful trip to Camden, Rockland and
Warren. At each of these towns they were
greeted by large audiences, the hall in Warren
being filled to its limit. The program every-
where was greatly appreciated, and the men were
everywhere treated most hospitably.
The clubs left Bangor early Wednesday after-
noon on the Boston boat, arriving in Camden in
time for supper. Here the concert was given
in the Opera House under the auspices of the
senior class of the high school. After the concert
there was a dance, the music being furnished by
the U. of M. orchestra. The men were enter-
tained at private houses as usual.
Thursday, the clubs went to Rockland by
electrics and played in the evening in the Masonic
Hall. Here, as at Camden, a dance was enjoyed.
The men stopped at the Thorndike Hotel till
Friday afternoon.
From Rockland, the clubs, without the
orchestra, went by trolley to Warren where they
gave an excellent concert in the K. of P. Hall.
A dance followed the concert at Warren, and
immediately after the dance, a special car carried
the clubs to Rockland where they spent the night.
Saturday morning at five-thirty, the men left
Rockland on the boat for Bangor. It was a per-
fect morning, and the sail up the river was most
delightful; many of the fellows say that the
return was the best feature of the entire trip.
It certainly added the finishing touches to the
three days of good time.
+ 
STEAM TURBINES
Lecture on Steam Turbines Before the Mechanical
Society
Mr. Winslow Herschef, technical correspondent
for the Allis Chalmers Company of Zurich, gave
a very interesting lecture before the University
of Maine Branch of Mechanical Engineers. His
subject, which he treated in a thorough and
comprehensive manner, and with which he was
entirely familiar, was "Steam Turbines and
Prime Movers as a Whole."
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MILITARY INSPECTION
Captain Simmons Will Arrive on May 24
Max' twenty-fifth is the date set for the in-
spection of the University of Maine by the War
Depaitment. Captain Benjamin I. Simmons,
general staff, accompanied by five officers, will
arrive on May twenty-fourth, and the inspection
will take place the following day.
Captain Simmons, commenced his inspection
of all the colleges along the Atlantic Seaboard at
the University of Florida. After inspecting that
college he is to visit the following institutions in
the order named:
Citadel, Charlestown, S. C.; Clemson Agricul-
tural College; North Carolina College of Agri-
culture and Mechanic Arts; Fort Union Military
Academy; Virginia Military Institute; Virginia
Polytechnic Institute; St. John's College; Mary-
land Agricultural College; West Virginia Uni-
versity; Delaware College; Rutger's Scientific
School; New York Military Academy; River-
vale Academy; De La Salle Institute; College of
St. Francis Xavier; Cornell University; St.
John's School, Manlius; Massachusetts Institute
of Technology; Norwich University; University
of Vermont; New Hampshire College of Agri-
culture and Mechanic Arts; University of Maine.
AGRICULTURAL CLUB
Lecture by Prof. Bartlett
The regular meeting of the Agricultural Club
was held last Wednesday evening, in Winslow
Hall. Prof. Bartlett of the Experiment Station
was present and gave an interesting and practical
talk on "Feeds and Feeding." He took this
subject up from a chemical standpoint and
showed the chemical value of the different feeds
for various animals.
DEAN BOARDMAN'S TRIP
Visited the Reclamation Work and Many of the
Larger Engineering Schools
Professor Boardman has returned from his
trip of four weeks through the western states,
visiting the leading engineering schools of the
country and the government reclamation work
in the northwestern portion of the United States.
In its reclamation work, the government is
making fit for farming a portion of its public
lands which comprise nearly one-third of the
total area of the country. Two-fifths of the U.
S. is arid land and unfit for farming, due to the
lack of a sufficient rainfall to bring the humidity
necessary for successful farming, and it is in
irrigating these lands that the government has
spent over one hundred millions of dollars in the
past ten years. As soon as the land is fit for
settlement it is taken up on the homestead plan
by private owners who receive titles after pay-
ment has been made for ten years. 900,000 acres
have been opened to irrigation already, and nearly
three million acres will have been opened when
the work is completed. After all the land has
been settled and the payments made the cost of
all the reclamation work will have been paid.
It was in the construction of the engineering
work that Professor Boardman was interested.
On his trip west he went through Montreal,
visiting McGill University, one of the highest
engineering schocls of Canada. He then went
to Chicago and St. Paul. At the University of
Illinois, he met two Maine graduates who are
teaching there, and at Washington University
he was met by two former Maine instructors.
The trip carried him through nearly half the
states of the Union, and in almost every state he
met University of Maine graduates, being royally
entertained by them and finding it difficult to
get away from them. Many took the engineering
courses under him and have become promising
engineers. In the reclamation service alone, he
found about twenty U. of M. graduates who have
made good through hard work and the splendid
chance for good engineers found there. On his
way through Montana and Nevada he visited the
University of Nevada and the Montana School
of Mines which rank high with the leading
engineering colleges.
The work is divided into six divisions, and it
was in the northern division that Professor Board-
man traveled. He was accompanied and enter-
tained in Montana by Division Superintendent
H. N. Savage, whose headquarters are in Helena,
and viewed the huge dams under construction, the
canals and pipe-lines for conveying the water, and
the general engineering construction of the
irrigation work throughout the whole state.
Mr. Savage, who lectured here before the Junior
and Senior civils in the early spring, came for the
express purpose of obtaining more Maine engineers
for the work in the West which is a high recom-
mendation for the department.
Professor Boardman was given the oppor-
tunity to visit the Butte mines in Nevada before
continuing on to California. On the return trip
his path lay through Denver and St. Louis to
Washington, D. C. After a short stay in that
city, he ca
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city, he came to New York where he was tendered
a dinner by the Civil Engineer Alumni of Maine.
There he was confronted with the idea which the
alumni proposed of establishing an extensive en-
gineering employment bureau for University of
Maine graduates with at least Chicago, New
York and Orono as headquarters.
+ 
THE UNIVERSITY STORE
All the preliminary steps in the organization of
the University Store Company have been com-
pleted. The stock is now on sale. Old gradu-
ates are showing their interest in the new enter-
prise by buying blocks of 20 shares. The out-
look is good for the sale of stock sufficient to
start the store on a cash basis. Inasmuch as the
enterprise is to be carried on in the interests of
the students themselves, it is very fitting that
every student should buy at least one share of
stock. The Board of Directors propose to see
that the store is managed in a business-like way.
Frequent, full, and complete reports will be
made. Every student ought to feel a personal
interest in helping to make the store fill its proper
place, and contribute a considerable amount to
the athletic interests of the institution.
SHORT AGGIE MEN
Nine Completed Course and Five Have Accepted
Positions
The second year men in the Two Year Agricul-
tural Course completed their work Friday.
There were nine men who finished the course and
five have already accepted positions. They
are: M. A. Peabody, superintendent of the farm
of the School for Boys in South Portland; P. L.
Pingree, butter maker in Dow's Creamery,
Scarborough; J. Dean and M. F. Wilbur on
Hermon Byer's farm, Portland; A. C. Hall,
manager of a creamery at North Castine. The
other four men to complete the course were:
S. A. Piper, H. G. McDougal, E. H. Beckler, and
H. B. Wadsworth.
--4-+
NEW SUMMER SCHOOL COURSE
To Be Given For the Benefit of Country Pastors
A new course is to be given at Summer School
this year for the first time. It has been especially
designed to meet the recognized needs of social
and religious workers, and pastors of country
churches, of a better knowledge of social and
economic questions pertaining to rural life.
Also, instruction will be given in the principles
and practice of modern scientific agriculture.
In connection with this course demonstrations
in the greenhouse, dairy, laboratories, and farms
will be given.
 
+  
ALUMNI NOTES
The lumber business of J. F. Gerrity & Co.
has been incorporated under the name of the
J. F. Gerrity Company. The new corporation
is capitalized at $50,000 and has offices at Room
11, Kenduskeag Block, 11 State St., Bangor and
also at 95 Milk St., Boston, Mass.
James F. Gerrity is president of the new com-
pany, Joseph W. Gerrity, Treasurer and General
Manager and Harry E. Sutton, Secretary. Both
of the latter are graduates of the University of
Maine, of the class of 1909 and are to be con-
gratulated on their splendid success. It is ex-
pected that under their vigorous efforts and up-
to-date methods the new company will far sur-
pass the old one from which it was incorporated.
The announcement has been received of the
marriage of Elmer L. Morey, '09, and Miss Marie
Calista Stover, formerly of Bucksport. The
wedding took place on Wednesday, April 19,
at 58 Bayswater St., East Boston, at the home
of a cousin of the bride, and the ceremony was
performed by the Rev. William H. Van Allan,
rector of the Church of the Advent, Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Morey are now residing at 196
Botolph St., Boston, and their many friends
all wish them every success in their future life.
The marriage of R. B. Josselyn, ex-'13, of So.
Hanson, Mass., to Miss Flora Durland of Bangor,
has been announced. The marriage took place
in Boston, on Saturday evening, May 6.
Wilkie C. Clark, '00, has recently been secured
as coach of the baseball team of the University
of Minnesota. The "Gopher" College always
turns out a fine team and secures the best possible
coaches. Hence their choice of Clark as coach
is good evidence of his ability in this line.
The marriage of Miss Jeannette Greeley to
George V. Nauman, '09, took place in Woodfords,
Maine, last week. The ushers, who were class-
mates of the groom at this University, were:
Harold Haggett, Ray Duran, Clifton Spaulding,
and Irving Rich. Mr. and Mrs. Nauman, after
a short wedding tour, will reside at their new
home on Bowdoin street, Medford.
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ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
At a recent meeting of the nominating com-
mittee of the Athletic Association the following
nominations were made for the spring election.
President, K. D. Woodward, '12, W. R. Ballou,
'12.
Vice President, G. A. Woodberry, '12, W. Mc-
Donald, '12.
Secretary, J. C. Wallace, '13, G. V. Dyer, '13.
Senior Members of Athletic Board, W. E.
Parker, '12. W. McDonald, '12, G. L. Parker, '12,
K. D. Woodward, '12.
Junior Members of Athletic Board, G. G. Tilley,
'13, C. W. 'Wescott, '13,
Manager Baseball, C. W. Wescott, '13, J. C.
Wallace, '13.
Manager Track, L. E. Seekins, '13, J. W. Hart,
'13.
++ 
LOCALS
0. A. Wakefield, ex-11, was a visitor on the
Campus last week.
E. A. Rand, '14, has left college because of
sickness.
F. S. Adams of Bowdoinham was the guest of
his son at the Phi Kappa Sigma house last Wed-
nesday.
R. M. Holmes, '11, has just returned from a
business trip in Massachusetts, Connecticut and
New York.
E. E. Towner of Somerville was the guest of
his son at the Sigma Chi House last week.
G. H. Batchelder, '14, is ill.
H. Towle, ex-'14, was on the campus last
Wednesday night.
A. M. -Goodwin, '14, returned late from the
Easter recess because of illness.
H. P. Adams, '04, is recovering from an attack
of pleurisy of the lungs.
S. H. Winchester, ex-'11, was a visitor on the
Campus recently.
The Empire State Club met at the Kappa Sigma
house last Wednesday evening.
L. A. McKenney, 112, and E. W. Jennison,
13 have just returned from a tour of the state,
collecting fertilizer samples for the Experiment
Station.
C. H. Steele, '13, and M. S. Gould, '12, were in
Boston last week. During their stay they
witnessed the Maine-Harvard game.
Many of the two year Agricultural men finished
their courses the latter part of last week and have
left college. They will return in June to gradu-
ate.
Mrs. Stearns and Mrs. Butters of Millinockett
visited Miss Stearns at the Mt. Verncn House last
week.
At a meeting of the Senior Class, held last
Wednesday, it was voted to wear the caps and
gowns for the first time, to the Ivy Day Exercises,
Junior Week. It was also decided at that time
to hold the class banquet at the Gerald Hotel,
Fairfield on the evening of the State Track Meet.
Harold MacDougal, '13 has left college to
accept a position in Farmington. He will return
to college next fall.
J. NV. Edgerly, '89, was a recent visitor on the
Campus.
0. NV. Dwinal, '11, has been confined to the
house for the last week with bronchitis.
A. C. Messenger, Dartmouth, '14, visited
friends on the Campus last week.
N. B. Whitcomb, ex-'12, recently visited the
Campus while in Bangor attending to fire losses.
G. E. York, '13, entertained his sister a few
days last week.
4+ 
FACULTY NOTES
Dr. Aley delivered an address before the
Piscataquis Teachers Association at Milo, Friday
evening, May 5th.
Prof. Hitchings has been in Waterville for a
few days during the past week.
Prof. Bell was in Monmouth, Wednesday, May
3.
Dr. L. S. Merrill was in Portland, Wednesday,
May 3.
Prof. Edmunston, who has been taking Prof.
Huddilston's place while he has been abroad,
left Thursday to sail for Italy.
Dr. Aley spoke before the Masons in Bangor,
Thursday afternoon. Monday evening he was
in Charleston and gave an address at the Higgins
Classical Institute.
Dean Boardman has returned from his trip
West.
Mr. E. W. Davee is building a house on College
Avenue.
Prof. Chrysler was away recently visiting fitting
schools at Kennebunk, Sanford, Berwick, and
other places in the south end of the state. He
attended a banquet.of the American Academy of
Arts and Sciences held at Cambridge, Mass. A
feature of the occasion was the presentation of a
medal to Mr. C. G. Curtis in recognition of his
improvements to the steam turbine.
The Experiment Station has recently issued
four new special bulletins, "Suggestions for Wood
Lot Owners in Maine," by Prof. J. H. Briscoe.
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THE MAINE CAMPUS
"Poultry Diseases and their Treatment;" "Field
Experiments;" and "Insects Notes for 1910."
At the last meeting of the Research Club,
Dr. Bryant of Bangor and Dr. Humbert of the
Experiment Station were invited to become
members of the club. Dr. Bryant is doing some
important work along Medico-Chemical lines, and
Dr. Humbert is interested in plant breeding.
EXCHANGES
---
Cor')in Park, a famous game preserve, has been
offered as a training ground for the Harvard
Forestry students.
Washington University has offered three prizes
for the three best yells submitted to the student
council.
The Dartmouth alumni who served in the
Civil War are to be given a special recognition
in the commencement exercises in June.
Thirty-five students at the University of Iowa
were suspended for increasing their Christmas
vacation three days.
It is estimated that the Johns Hopkins year
book "The Hullabaloo" will cost $1,200.
The average age of graduation at Dartmouth
is 22.5 years.
Membership of the Aero Club at Harvard has
reached 250.
In a recent kicking contest, a Nebraska student
kicked a dish held nine feet above the floor.
One hundred students at Kansas recently
signed an agreement to take a course in table
manners.
Dartmouth will offer over fifty courses in its
summer school this year.
The Michigan Law School has an enrollment
of seven hundred and twenty-seven students.
The trustees of Oberlin College have voted to
drop mathematics as a Freshman requirement.
Either Latin or Greek may be substituted in its
place.
Chicago University plans to build a $600,000
library in memory of the late President Harper.
Columbia has made arrangements with the
University of Paris for the exchange of professors.
Beginning with next fall, Brown University
will have the two semester system instead of the
present three-term division.
A lake costing $3,200 and covering two acres
is to be constructed at the University of Kansas.
One hundred and seventy-five students at the
University of Wisconsin are taking journalism.
The Seniors at Tufts have a class assessment
of $25.
JACOB REED'S SONS
PHILADELPHIA
We are justly proud of the fact that our bus -
ness in supplying
Uniforms and
Equipments
FOR
School and College Cadets!
The largest and most successful in the United
States.
We are also splendidly equipped with every-
thing that may be required in
Presentation Swords
Swagger Sticks
Scarf Pins.
Fraternity, Club, and Society Hat Bands
Pennants
Presentation Belt Plates, etc., etc.
Send for catalogue.
Bangor Co-Operative
Printing Company
11 7 Exchange Street, Bangor
How About That Thesis?
ELIZABETH I. FIRTH
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER
TYPEWRITING DUPLICATING
70 Exchange St.
Bangor, Me.
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ALL SENIORS
should be especially anxious to make arrangements NOW for their
financial comfort in later years. There's a "sure thing" for you in
this line in a policy with THE PRUDENTIAL LIFE INSURANCE
CO. On request, I'll gladly explain to you just how YOU can get
this future financial comfort most economically. Why not ask
TODAY? John L. Parker, 107-8 Merrill Trust Bldg., Tel. 580,
Bangor.
Bring Your Shoe Repairing to Bangor
and have excellent work done at
Palmer Shoe Repairing Co.
Central St., Bangor
BE COURAGEOUS!
Be manly enough to acknowledge the superiority of our
Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothing, our cock-o'-the-walk
Furnishings, and Superior Footwear. And then be wise
enough to buy it! 
THE MILLER & WEBSTER STORES,
Clothing:
14 and 18 Broad St.
Footwear:
23 Main St.
Maine Creamery Assfn
Kineo Butter
Sweet Heavy Cream
Pastuerized Milk and Cheese
BANGOR, MAINE
A
CLIFThiOghN BEDFORD
2% 
in.
2.A in . high
Vile New ARROW
Notch COLLARS
15a., for Ze. Clnett, Peabody ,t Co., 3faltera
University of Maine Headquarters in Boston:
COPLEY SQUARE HOTEL
HUNTINGTON AVE., EXETER AND BLAGDEN STREETS
A high class modern house, most centrally located. Only one block from Huntington Avenue Station
of Boston and Albany Railroad, and from Back Bay Station of N. Y., New Haven and H. R. R.
Electric cars pass the door for North Station of Boston and Maine Railroad and connect with "14" and
surface lines running throughout New England. Moderate prices, superior cuisine, attentive service,
attractive rooms, each connected with long distance telephone. Courteous attention assured to
ladies traveling alone. 360 rooms, 200 with private baths.
AMOS H. WHIPPLE, Proprietor
IN EVERY COLLEGE CHAP'S ROOM 01=
there should be an ample amount and appropriate quality of typical College Furniture -
good, solid, sensible effects, which vill stand hard and long usage. We make a specialty
of furniture for college rooms; can supply everything needed in YOUR room, at moderate
cost. Special discount given to U. of M. students.
HODGKINS & FISKE CO.,
0 CI I=1
190=194 Exchange St.
00 0
Andrews of Bangor, Victor Talking Machine Distributor
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"Mike," the College Tailor A
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is represented by "BOB" SAWYER
Look him up and buy your spring Suits from
SAWYER (Et. MIKELSKY, .00 ...00 Campus
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Ai C. SPALDING & BROS.
The
Spalding
Trade-Mark
is known
hroughout the world
as a
Guarantee
of Quality
ARE THE LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
IN THE WORLD OF
OFFICIAL
EQUIPMENT
FOR ALL ATHLETIC
SPORTS and PASTIMES
IF YOU are interested in Athletic Sports.you should have a copy of the
Spaulding Catalogue. It's a complete ency-
clopedia of WHAT'S NEW IN SPORT and is
sent free on request.
A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
141 Federal St., Boston, Mass.
Dining Table
and Kitchen
•
may be furnished here, complete in
every detail. Everything that's need-
ful in Crockery, Glassware and Kit-
chen Utensils is here, in satisfactory
quality and at reasonable cost.
"Walk in and Look Around."
99.
•
0 •
P. H. VOSE CO., 
55-59 Main St.
Bangor, Me.
STAPLES St GRIFFIN
Cash Grocers,
55 = 57=59 PICKERING SQUARE, BANGOR, ME.
Best strings for your "fiddle"—at Andrews', Bangor
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Keiser Cravats Star and "Faultless" Shirts
TAILOR TALK
Smith7Gray & Co., tailored-to-Measure Fifth Avenue,
New York, suits and overcoats range in prices from $20
to7.$60, with somevery unusually interesting values at $20,
$22.50, $25.00, $27.50 and $30.
We also have an endless variety of the "best things"
in Men's Fine Furnishings. See our immense showing of
"Onyx" and "Notaseme" pure silk hose at 50 cents per
pair.
!MANN'S QUALITY SHOP
87 MAIN ST., BANGOR
Redman Collars sizes Founes Gloves
JOHNSON
Masquerade Costumes and
Dealer in Second-Hand Clothing
LOOK IN AT
113 BROAD ST., BANGOR, ME.
Why Not
Patronize the Lyric
and enjoy a fine evening's entertainment in
Orono now and then? Best Moving Pictures
possible. Grand Orchestral Concert on Wed-
nesday, Friday and Saturday evenings.
Change of Pictures Daily. Drop in and see
for yourself.
THE LYRIC, Orono. 5c
BOYS!
But you ought to take care of your teeth.
Keep them clean and you prevent them from
decaying to a large extent.
DR. HOLT, Bangor
gives special attention to Oral Prophylaxis,
and welcomes U. of M. students at all times.
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0 A TYPEWRITER TEST I
0
0 .0 00 THAT MEANS SOMETHING 0
• Blindfold yourself. Have ten typewriters, of .e2 different make, placed in a row—a Monarch some- e
7 where among them. Try each keyboard in turn. 0
IP The machine with the lightest touch will be the 0
9 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 00 00 00 00 00 00 #.+0 00 00 00 0
• ----,, 00 0
.
0 0
6 Monarch .•. o0 0o hhiLgt Touc
9 a a, and you can locate it every time, no matter how 9
9 its position be changed.
9Just as the proper tools produce the best work, ok
9 so does a responsive key action increase the .
9, efficiency of a stenographer. It saves her strength. 0
if Therefore, she has a better grip on her work, is 9
V more accurate, more rapid, gets a greater quantity 99 of work done. There is no "three-o'clock fatigue" 0
O where the Monarch is used, and a few days' trial 0
9 will convince you of this fact. 0
9 Send for0
O Monarch Literature i0 Learn the reasons for Monarch superiority. Then 9
41 try the Monarch, to the end that you may know 99 that Monarch merit rests in the machine itself, not 90 merely in what we tell you about it.
0
O MONTHLY PAYMENTS 9
Monarch Machines may be purchased on the Monthly Pay- 9
ment Plan. A poo card will bring full information. 9
0D. T. SULLIVAN, Correspondent .1,
16 HAMMOND STREET 9
BANGOR, MAINE 0
9°
4,44.44,•••••••••••••0113,1D1060434,
Music—popufar; classical; every kind—at Andrews', Bangor
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"CLOTHING THAT'S FIT"  
must be made to fit—and that means made for YOUR individual measurement from the very
beginning. Discerning men have found that decent ready-made clothing costs about the
same as decent custom-made—a fact which puts the made-to-measure clothing decidedly at
the head. I have a particularly fine showing of the choicest Spring goods, and am prepared
to produce faultless clothing at moderate cost Every particular dresser—yes, YOU -should
be interested. Step in!
B. CURRIER, 50 MAIN ST
REET
BANGOR 
\CHALMERS' STUDIO
GOOD PHOTOC RAPHS
REASONABLE PRICES
BOYS come in and see our Fall and Winter Styles in
"ELITE" Shoes
W. E. HELLENBRAND,
Commercial Bldg., The Outfitter, Old Town, Me.
We carry the best assortment of
Maine Flags, Banners
and Novelties
IN EASTERN MAINE
Maine Stationery always on hand
COME IN AND SEE US
THE ORONO DRUG CO.
ORONO. MAINE
Prices properly low—at Andrews' Music Store, Bangor
23`1).Y.f.'
All work first-class and warranted.
No job too difficult. All hinds of
Optical work. Oculist's prescriptions
filled. U. of M. l'ins.
ADOLF PFAFF 25 HAIVIOND STBANGOR. ME.
L. SPENCER
DEALER IN
CCIAIE-virmvvotm--IC
Orono, Maine
•
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EVERYTHING IN
COLLEGE FURNITURE
can be had of us—best furniture effects for college
dormitories, for college rooms on or off the campus,
for business or home needs, for students or profes-
sors. We find a great many University of Maine
men buying here because we have the furniture ef-
fects they particularly desire, at rock-bottom prices.
Better come in and see how satisfactorily we can
serve YOU.
MOREY FURNITURE CO,
CENTRAL STREET, BANGOR
Glob Stcm-n) Lauwilry
PORTLAND, MAINE.
THE LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED
LAUNDRY IN THE STATE.
WE COLLECT MONDAY MORNING
aNcl deliver
THURSDAY AFTERNOON.
t t
Agents and Baskets at Alpha House, Sigma Chi
House, Oak Hall, Phi Uamma Delta House, Kappa
Sigma House, Beta House, Sigma Alpha Epsilon
House, Phi Kappa Sigma House, Theta Epsil o
House, Delta Tau Delta, Phi Eta Kappa.
C. R. RICHARDSON
HEAD MIENT, OAK HALL
R. E. GREEN,
Manager
ACKER'S
THEATRE
OPPOSITE
BOGOR HOUSE
Bangor's
Popular
Play
House
VAUDEVILLE, MOVING PICTURES,
ILLUSTRATED SONGS
U. of M. Boys Always Welcome
Make this YOUR music house. Andrews', of Bangor.
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UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
A PUBLIC INSTITUTION MAINTAINED BY THE STATE
AND GENERAL GOVERNMENT
ORGANIZATION
College of Arts and Sciences, College of Law, College of Technology
(Electrical, Mechanical, Civil and Chemical Engineering), College of
Pharmacy, Short Course in Pharmacy ( two years), College of Agri-
culture (Forestry), Domestic Science, School Course in Agriculture
(two years), Winter Courses and Correspondence Courses in Agri-
culture; Summer Term.
Graduate Courses leading to the appropriate Master's degree are
offered by the various colleges.
EXPENSES 
Tuition $6o a year for residents of Maine, $70 a year for non-residents
of Maine, except in the Engineering courses where the charge is $too
per year. Loans covering tuition are provided for needy students
who are residents of Maine.
COLLEGE OF LAW 
at Bangor, offers a course of three years. The tuition charge is $70.
Eight resident, and five non-resident instructors.
FACULTY 
includes 96 names; students number 850.
EQUIPMENT 
includes 31 buildings large and small, 16 well-equipped laboratories
the museum, the herbarium, and library.
For catalog, and circulars, address
ROBERT J. ALEV, President,
Orono, Maine.
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"There's a Reason." "Let us show YOU."
Besse z.fishworth Co.
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A RAINBOW OF GLADNESS
III THE
• SPECIAL
J.
SAMBO GIRLS
• MON. TUES. WU).
LEO ST. ELMONE
"That German Musical Genus"
3 THE SYLVESTERSRefined Comedy Artists
• HOLMES & BUCHANANCencertizing Vocalists
BIJOU Week CommencingMAY 8
ENGAGEMENT THE SEASON'S BEST FEATURE Ise
ROSAMOND JOHNSON'S 101
ITH THE 12 ‘110t S STARS
Edgar Connor and Blanche Deas NI!
THURS. FRI. SAT 
BARRETT & DUNN 64
"In Hogan's Alley"
FLORENCE BOWESThe Charming Comedienne
COYLE & MUR ELL
In the Comedy "Your Credit is Good"
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Andrews of Bangor sells Pianos of quality.
Daily Matinees at 2.30, .A..mission 5 & 10c., Reserved Seats .20c
Lvenings, Two Shows, 7 and 8.45, 10c., 20c. and 25c.
